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Communicating Climate Change
Human Impacts on Our Climate, Grade 6
Making Climate Forecasts Matter
This book is a pioneering regional work and provides a balanced approach of
theory and practice in disaster risk reduction (DRR) in Pakistan. The book
analytically discusses the status of DRR and draws examples and lessons from
national and community-level programs and projects and events in the country.
The book covers different types of disasters facing Pakistan, including geo-physical
and hydro-meteorological hazards. This work incorporates and draws some of the
key lessons learned from the pre-disaster and disaster phases to the post-disaster
phase, providing an effective framework in the form of those lessons. The rich
content is based on a selection of available documents, a consultative workshop
with academicians from different universities undertaking DRR higher education
programs, and the editors’ own knowledge and experience in the field. Special
emphasis is given to analyzing field experiences from academic perspectives, and
pinpointing key issues and the policy relevance of DRR. Disaster Risk Reduction
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Approaches in Pakistan is organized into three sections with a total of 20 chapters.
Section one provides the outline and basics of DRR strategies applied at the
national level with supporting examples from a global review. Section two
specifically highlights the wide ranges of hazards experienced in Pakistan and
presents examples, policy options, institutional set-ups, risk reduction strategies,
and key lessons learned. The third section of the book is given to approaches and
issues of DRR practices with examples of disaster responses.

Environmental Education: 4
Climate change is a controversial topic; some people assert that climate change is
not occurring, and others believe that reports are inaccurate, that whilst climate
change is happening, it may not be caused by human activity. There are also
climate alarmists who use IPCC reports to support their claims that erratic weather
patterns are a result of climate change caused by human activity. Regardless of
these different viewpoints, one fact can be agreed upon; climate change is a
complex subject and there is a need to educate future generations, enabling them
to deal with the plethora of information and views that they will experience in their
lives. This book explores what education for climate change entails, discussing the
concept of Climate Change Education (CCE) itself, how it can be taught in schools
and how public education can be carried out. It instructs what specific subject
matter to teach for CCE, and how to evaluate the student learning on the subject.
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Chapters include: CCE in the Formal Curriculum Teacher readiness for CCE
Assessment for and of CCE Lessons from CCE for Public Education Climate Change
Education is an extremely useful resource for anyone involved in educating
students on climate change and also for those interested in climate change itself.

Teaching in the Outdoors
This book presents innovations in teaching and learning science, novel approaches
to science curriculum, cultural and contextual factors in promoting science
education and improving the standard and achievement of students in East Asian
countries. The authors in this book discuss education reform and science
curriculum changes and promotion of science and STEM education, parental roles
and involvement in children's education, teacher preparation and professional
development and research in science education in the context of international
benchmarking tests to measure the knowledge of mathematics and science such
as the Trends in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and achievement in
science, mathematics and reading like Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA). Among the high achieving countries, the performance of the
students in East Asian countries such as Singapore, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Hong
Kong and China (Shanghai) are notable. This book investigates the reasons why
students from East Asian countries consistently claim the top places in each and
every cycle of those study. It brings together prominent science educators and
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researchers from East Asia to share their experience and findings, reflection and
vision on emerging trends, pedagogical innovations and research-informed
practices in science education in the region. It provides insights into effective
educational strategies and development of science education to international
readers.

Education and Climate Change
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate
extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate
events, interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can
lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events
affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic
patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and
climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and
assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk.
Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or
can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following strict IPCC
procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate
extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including
policymakers, the private sector and academic researchers.
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Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change
Climate Change Education
Get positive suggestions for practical solutions to this heated issue. Hotly debated
in the political arena and splashed across the media almost 24/7, global warming
has become the topic of the moment. Whatever one's views on its cause, there is
no denying that the earth's climate is changing, and people everywhere are
worried. Global Warming For Dummies sorts out fact from fiction, explaining the
science behind climate change and examining the possible long-term effects of a
warmer planet. This no-nonsense yet friendly guide helps you explore solutions to
this challenging problem, from what governments and industry can do to what you
can do at home and how to get involved.

Canadian Journal of Environmental Education
A People’s Curriculum for the Earth is a collection of articles, role plays,
simulations, stories, poems, and graphics to help breathe life into teaching about
the environmental crisis. The book features some of the best articles from
Rethinking Schools magazine alongside classroom-friendly readings on climate
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change, energy, water, food, and pollution—as well as on people who are working
to make things better. A People’s Curriculum for the Earth has the breadth and
depth ofRethinking Globalization: Teaching for Justice in an Unjust World, one of
the most popular books we’ve published. At a time when it’s becoming increasingly
obvious that life on Earth is at risk, here is a resource that helps students see
what’s wrong and imagine solutions. Praise for A People's Curriculum for the Earth
"To really confront the climate crisis, we need to think differently, build differently,
and teach differently. A People’s Curriculum for the Earth is an educator’s toolkit
for our times." — Naomi Klein, author of The Shock Doctrine and This Changes
Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate "This volume is a marvelous example of
justice in ALL facets of our lives—civil, social, educational, economic, and yes,
environmental. Bravo to the Rethinking Schools team for pulling this collection
together and making us think more holistically about what we mean when we talk
about justice." — Gloria Ladson-Billings, Kellner Family Chair in Urban Education,
University of Wisconsin-Madison "Bigelow and Swinehart have created a critical
resource for today’s young people about humanity’s responsibility for the Earth.
This book can engender the shift in perspective so needed at this point on the
clock of the universe." — Gregory Smith, Professor of Education, Lewis & Clark
College, co-author with David Sobel of Place- and Community-based Education in
Schools

Environmental Learning
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Environmental Education
Science communication seeks to engage individuals and groups with evidencebased information about the nature, outcomes, and social consequences of science
and technology. This text provides an overview of this burgeoning field ─ the issues
with which it deals, important influences that affect it, the challenges that it faces.
It introduces readers to the research-based literature about science
communication and shows how it relates to actual or potential practice. A "Further
Exploration" section provides suggestions for activities that readers might do to
explore the issues raised. Organized around five themes, each chapter addresses a
different aspect of science communication: • Models of science communication –
theory into practice • Challenges in communicating science • Major themes in
science communication • Informal learning • Communication of contemporary
issues in science and society Relevant for all those interested in and concerned
about current issues and developments in science communication, this volume is
an ideal text for courses and a must-have resource for faculty, students, and
professionals in this field.

Not in Our Classrooms
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There is widespread consensus in the international scientific community that
climate change is happening and that abrupt and irreversible impacts are already
set in motion. What part does education have to play in helping alleviate rampant
climate change and in mitigating its worst effects? In this volume, contributors
review and reflect upon social learning from and within their fields of educational
expertise in response to the concerns over climate change. They address the
contributions the field is currently making to help preempt and mitigate the
environmental and social impacts of climate change, as well as how it will continue
to respond to the ever changing climate situation. With a special foreword by
Desmond Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town.

Science Education in East Asia
This Child-Friendly Schools (CFS) Manual was developed during three-and-a-half
years of continuous work, involving the United Nations Children's Fund education
staff and specialists from partner agencies working on quality education. It benefits
from fieldwork in 155 countries and territories, evaluations carried out by the
Regional Offices and desk reviews conducted by headquarters in New York. The
manual is a part of a total resource package that includes an e-learning package
for capacity-building in the use of CFS models and a collection of field case studies
to illustrate the state of the art in child-friendly schools in a variety of settings.
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Teaching and Learning about Climate Change
Environmental education and education for sustainable development have become
features of many countries’ formal education systems. To date, however, there
have been few attempts to explore what such learning looks and feels like from the
perspective of the learners. Based on in-depth empirical studies in school and
university classrooms, this book presents rich insights into the complexities and
dynamics of students’ environmental learning. The authors show how careful
analysis of students’ environmental learning experiences can provide powerful
pointers for future practice, policy and research. Environmental Learning will be a
key resource for educators, teacher educators, decision-makers and researchers
involved in education and sustainable development.

Hydrometeorological Hazards
A timely and accessible analysis of one of the most crucial and contentious issues
facing the world today – the processes and consequences of natural and human
induced changes in the structure and function of the climate system. Integrating
the latest scientific developments throughout, the text centres on climate change
control, addressing how weather and climate impact on environment and society.
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A People's Curriculum for the Earth
'Earth's Climate' summarises the major lessons to be learned from 550 million
years of climate changes, as a way of evaluating the climatological impact on and
by humans in this century. The book also looks ahead to possible effects during the
next several centuries of fossil fuel use.

Child Friendly Schools Manual
Responding to the issues and challenges of teaching and learning about climate
change from a science education-based perspective, this book is designed to serve
as an aid for educators as they strive to incorporate the topic into their classes.
The unique discussion of these issues is drawn from the perspectives of leading
and international scholars in the field. The book is structured around three themes:
theoretical, philosophical, and conceptual frameworks for climate change
education and research; research on teaching and learning about global warming
and climate change; and approaches to professional development and classroom
practice.

Human Impacts on Weather and Climate
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Is human-induced global warming a real threat to our future? Most people will
express an opinion on this question, but relatively few can back their opinions with
solid evidence. Many times we've even heard pundits say "I am not a scientist" to
avoid the issue altogether. But the truth is, the basic science is not that difficult.
Using a question and answer format, this book will help readers achieve three
major goals: To see that anyone can understand the basic science of global
warming; To understand the arguments about this issue made by skeptics, so that
readers will be able to decide for themselves what to believe; To understand why,
despite the "gloom and doom" that often surrounds this topic, the solutions are
ones that will not only protect the world for our children and grandchildren, but
that will actually lead us to a stronger economy with energy that is cheaper,
cleaner, and more abundant than the energy we use today.

Communication and Engagement with Science and Technology
Weather, Climate and Climate Change
The Illinois Response to Climate Change
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Rising interest in climate change and severe weather phenomena are making
meteorology courses more popular than ever–yet this fast-paced, one-semester
curriculum is packed with complex physical concepts that can be challenging. In
Aguado/Burt'sUnderstanding Weather & Climate, a first-rate textbook and inspired
technology tutorials combine to engage students in learning about atmospheric
behavior. The authors use everyday occurrences to illustrate meteorology and
climatology. Dynamic illustrations from the book come to life in the new fully
integrated MyMeteorologyLab website, where students have access to a variety of
media and self study resources such animated tutorials, videos, and satellite loops
of atmospheric phenomena. While staying true to the text's rigorous and
quantitative approach, the Sixth Edition incorporates the latest new science and
issues, new technology and media to help both teach and visualize the toughest
topics, with a more learner-centered architecture and design.

Global Warming For Dummies
STEM Road Map: A Framework for Integrated STEM Education is the first resource
to offer an integrated STEM curricula encompassing the entire K-12 spectrum, with
complete grade-level learning based on a spiraled approach to building conceptual
understanding. A team of over thirty STEM education professionals from across the
U.S. collaborated on the important work of mapping out the Common Core
standards in mathematics and English/language arts, the Next Generation Science
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Standards performance expectations, and the Framework for 21st Century
Learning into a coordinated, integrated, STEM education curriculum map. The book
is structured in three main parts—Conceptualizing STEM, STEM Curriculum Maps,
and Building Capacity for STEM—designed to build common understandings of
integrated STEM, provide rich curriculum maps for implementing integrated STEM
at the classroom level, and supports to enable systemic transformation to an
integrated STEM approach. The STEM Road Map places the power into educators’
hands to implement integrated STEM learning within their classrooms without the
need for extensive resources, making it a reality for all students.

A Better Planet
Global climate change is one of America's most significant long-term policy
challenges. Human activity--especially the use of fossil fuels, industrial processes,
livestock production, waste disposal, and land use change--is affecting global
average temperatures, snow and ice cover, sea-level, ocean acidity, growing
seasons and precipitation patterns, ecosystems, and human health. Climaterelated decisions are being carried out by almost every agency of the federal
government, as well as many state and local government leaders and agencies,
businesses and individual citizens. Decision makers must contend with the
availability and quality of information, the efficacy of proposed solutions, the
unanticipated consequences resulting from decisions, the challenge of
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implementing chosen actions, and must consider how to sustain the action over
time and respond to new information. Informing an Effective Response to Climate
Change, a volume in the America's Climate Choices series, describes and assesses
different activities, products, strategies, and tools for informing decision makers
about climate change and helping them plan and execute effective, integrated
responses. It discusses who is making decisions (on the local, state, and national
levels), who should be providing information to make decisions, and how that
information should be provided. It covers all levels of decision making, including
international, state, and individual decision making. While most existing research
has focused on the physical aspect of climate change, Informing an Effective
Response to Climate Change employs theory and case study to describe the efforts
undertaken so far, and to guide the development of future decision-making
resources. Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change offers much-needed
guidance to those creating public policy and assists in implementing that policy.
The information presented in this book will be invaluable to the research
community, especially social scientists studying climate change; practitioners of
decision-making assistance, including advocacy organizations, non-profits, and
government agencies; and college-level teachers and students.

South Pacific Environments
CO-PUBLISHED BY ROUTLEDGE AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF
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ENGLISH Teaching Climate Change to Adolescents is THE essential resource for
middle and high school English language arts teachers to help their students
understand and address the urgent issues and challenges facing life on Earth
today. Classroom activities written and used by teachers show students posing
questions, engaging in argumentative reading and writing and critical analysis,
interpreting portrayals of climate change in literature and media, and adopting
advocacy stances to promote change. The book illustrates climate change fitting
into existing courses using already available materials and gives teachers tools
and teaching ideas to support building this into their own classrooms. A variety of
teacher and student voices makes for an appealing, fast-paced, and inspiring read.
Visit the website for this book for additional information and links. All royalties from
the sale of this book are donated to Alliance for Climate Education.

Disaster Risk Reduction Approaches in Pakistan
This 2007 edition of Human Impacts on Weather and Climate examines the
scientific and political debates surrounding anthropogenic impacts on the Earth's
climate and presents the most recent theories, data and modeling studies. The
book discusses the concepts behind deliberate human attempts to modify the
weather through cloud seeding, as well as inadvertent modification of weather and
climate on the regional scale. The natural variability of weather and climate greatly
complicates our ability to determine a clear cause-and-effect relationship to human
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activity. The authors describe the basic theories and critique them in simple and
accessible terms. This fully revised edition will be a valuable resource for
undergraduate and graduate courses in atmospheric and environmental science,
and will also appeal to policy makers and general readers interested in how
humans are affecting the global climate.

Environmental Education
A Global Warming Primer
"In sixth grade, students will begin to grapple with some of the biggest challenges,
and often debates, within and outside of the scientific community. The Cause and
Effect STEM Road Map theme for sixth grade focuses on human impacts on
climate. In this module, students in science and mathematics class will investigate
aspects of climate change driven by the rise in global temperatures over the past
century and develop potential solutions that might address one aspect of human
activity that has contributed to global climate change. This project will require
students to conduct and use the engineering process to identify a problem and
develop a model to help mitigate the identified problem. The book will have
students explain the causes and effects of climate change and how humans have
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influenced climate change, use mathematical modeling and statistics to explore
the impact of climate change, analyze and synthesize reputable media to form
scientific arguments regarding climate change, and explore the influence of
climate change on the economy, society, and human populations"--

Climate Change Education
Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change
This 5-volume set (CCIS 214-CCIS 218) constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Conference on Computer Science, Environment, Ecoinformatics, and
Education, CSEE 2011, held in Wuhan, China, in July 2011. The 525 revised full
papers presented in the five volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from
numerous submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on information
security, intelligent information, neural networks, digital library, algorithms,
automation, artificial intelligence, bioinformatics, computer networks,
computational system, computer vision, computer modelling and simulation,
control, databases, data mining, e-learning, e-commerce, e-business, image
processing, information systems, knowledge management and knowledge
discovering, mulitimedia and its apllication, management and information system,
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moblie computing, natural computing and computational intelligence, open and
innovative education, pattern recognition, parallel and computing, robotics,
wireless network, web application, other topics connecting with computer,
environment and ecoinformatics, modeling and simulation, environment
restoration, environment and energy, information and its influence on
environment, computer and ecoinformatics, biotechnology and biofuel, as well as
biosensors and bioreactor.

Understanding Weather and Climate
Recent hydrometeorological extreme events have highlighted the increased
exposure and vulnerability of societies and the need to strengthen the knowledgebase of related policies. Current research is focused on improving forecasting,
prediction and early warning capabilities in order to improve the assessment of
vulnerability and risks linked to extreme climatic events. Hydrometeorological
Hazards: Interfacing science and policy is the first volume of a series which will
gather scientific and policy-related knowledge related to climate-related extreme
events. Invited authors are internationally recognized experts in their respective
fields. This volume reflects the most recent advances in science and policy within
this field and takes a multidisciplinary approach. The book provides the reader with
a state-of-the art account on flash floods, droughts, storms, and a comprehensive
discussion focused on the cost of natural hazards, resilience and adaptation. This
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book will be an invaluable reference for advanced undergraduates taking courses
with a focus on natural hazards including climate-related extreme events. The
book will also be of interest to postgraduates, researchers and policy makers in
this field looking for an overview of the subject.

Earth's Climate
Advances in Computer Science, Environment, Ecoinformatics,
and Education
Environmental educators face a formidable challenge when they approach climate
change due to the complexity of the science and of the political and cultural
contexts in which people live. There is a clear consensus among climate scientists
that climate change is already occurring as a result of human activities, but high
levels of climate change awareness and growing levels of concern have not
translated into meaningful action. Communicating Climate Change provides
environmental educators with an understanding of how their audiences engage
with climate change information as well as with concrete, empirically tested
communication tools they can use to enhance their climate change program.
Starting with the basics of climate science and climate change public opinion,
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Armstrong, Krasny, and Schuldt synthesize research from environmental
psychology and climate change communication, weaving in examples of
environmental education applications throughout this practical book. Each chapter
covers a separate topic, from how environmental psychology explains the complex
ways in which people interact with climate change information to communication
strategies with a focus on framing, metaphors, and messengers. This broad set of
topics will aid educators in formulating program language for their classrooms at
all levels. Communicating Climate Change uses fictional vignettes of climate
change education programs and true stories from climate change educators
working in the field to illustrate the possibilities of applying research to practice.
Armstrong et al, ably demonstrate that environmental education is an important
player in fostering positive climate change dialogue and subsequent climate
change action. An open access version of this book is available through Cornell
Open.

Canada's National Report on Climate Change
Teaching in the Outdoors provides a practical guide for getting students outdoors
and helpful suggestions for maximizing the outdoor learning experience. It features
the best articles on outdoor education ever published in Green Teacher magazine,
including tips for leading fantastic field trips and the proper technique for class
hikes.
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Not just hot air
Climate Change Education
Global climate change is one of America's most significant long-term policy
challenges. Human activity--especially the use of fossil fuels, industrial processes,
livestock production, waste disposal, and land use change--is affecting global
average temperatures, snow and ice cover, sea-level, ocean acidity, growing
seasons and precipitation patterns, ecosystems, and human health. Climaterelated decisions are being carried out by almost every agency of the federal
government, as well as many state and local government leaders and agencies,
businesses and individual citizens. Decision makers must contend with the
availability and quality of information, the efficacy of proposed solutions, the
unanticipated consequences resulting from decisions, the challenge of
implementing chosen actions, and must consider how to sustain the action over
time and respond to new information. Informing an Effective Response to Climate
Change, a volume in the America's Climate Choices series, describes and assesses
different activities, products, strategies, and tools for informing decision makers
about climate change and helping them plan and execute effective, integrated
responses. It discusses who is making decisions (on the local, state, and national
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levels), who should be providing information to make decisions, and how that
information should be provided. It covers all levels of decision making, including
international, state, and individual decision making. While most existing research
has focused on the physical aspect of climate change, Informing an Effective
Response to Climate Change employs theory and case study to describe the efforts
undertaken so far, and to guide the development of future decision-making
resources. Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change offers much-needed
guidance to those creating public policy and assists in implementing that policy.
The information presented in this book will be invaluable to the research
community, especially social scientists studying climate change; practitioners of
decision-making assistance, including advocacy organizations, non-profits, and
government agencies; and college-level teachers and students.

Teaching Climate Change to Adolescents
The global scientific and policy community now unequivocally accepts that human
activities cause global climate change. Although information on climate change is
readily available, the nation still seems unprepared or unwilling to respond
effectively to climate change, due partly to a general lack of public understanding
of climate change issues and opportunities for effective responses. The reality of
global climate change lends increasing urgency to the need for effective education
on earth system science, as well as on the human and behavioral dimensions of
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climate change, from broad societal action to smart energy choices at the
household level. The public's limited understanding of climate change is partly the
result of four critical challenges that have slowed development and delivery of
effective climate change education. As one response to these challenges,
Congress, in its 2009 and 2010 appropriation process, requested that the National
Science Foundation (NSF) create a program in climate change education to provide
funding to external grantees to improve climate change education in the United
States. To support and strengthen these education initiatives, the Board on
Science Education of the National Research Council (NRC) created the Climate
Change Education Roundtable. The Roundtable convened two workshops. Climate
Change Education Goals, Audiences, and Strategies is a summary of the
discussions and presentations from the first workshop, held October 21 and 22,
2010. This report focuses on two primary topics: public understanding and decision
maker support. It should be viewed as an initial step in examining the research on
climate change and applying it in specific policy circumstances.

Climate Change Education
The forested land in the United States is an asset that is owned and managed not
only by federal, state, and local governments, but also by families and other
private groups, including timber investment management organizations and real
estate investment trusts. The more than 10 million family forestland owners
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manage the largest percentage of forestland acreage (35 percent) and the
majority of the privately owned forestland (62 percent). The Forest Service of the
United States Department of Agriculture, which is responsible for the stewardship
of all of the nation's forests, has long worked with private owners of forestland on
forest management and preservation. At a time when all forestland is facing
intensified threats because of the long-term effects of global climate change, the
Forest Service recognizes that family forestland owners play a key role in
protecting forestland. It is working to identify optimal ways to engage this diverse
group and support them in mitigating threats to the biologically diverse land they
own or manage. Climate Change Education: Engaging Family Private Forest
Owners on Issues Related to Climate Change is the summary of a workshop,
convened by the National Research Council's Board on Science Education and
Board on Environmental Change and Society as part of its Climate Change
Education Roundtable series, to explore approaches to the challenges that face
state foresters, extension agents, private forestry consultants, and others involved
with private family forestland owners on how to take climate change into
consideration when making decisions about their forests. The workshop focused on
how findings from the behavioral, social, and educational sciences can be used to
help prepare for the impacts of climate change. The workshop participants
discussed the threats to forests posed by climate change and human actions;
private forestland owners' values, knowledge, and dispositions about forest
management, climate change, and related threats; and strategies for improving
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communication between forestland owners and service providers about forest
management in the face of climate change.

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to
Advance Climate Change Adaptation
A practical, bipartisan call to action from the world’s leading thinkers on the
environment and sustainability Sustainability has emerged as a global priority over
the past several years. The 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change and the
adoption of the seventeen Sustainable Development Goals through the United
Nations have highlighted the need to address critical challenges such as the
buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, water shortages, and air pollution.
But in the United States, partisan divides, regional disputes, and deep
disagreements over core principles have made it nearly impossible to chart a
course toward a sustainable future. This timely new book, edited by celebrated
scholar Daniel C. Esty, offers fresh thinking and forward-looking solutions from
environmental thought leaders across the political spectrum. The book’s forty
essays cover such subjects as ecology, environmental justice, Big Data, public
health, and climate change, all with an emphasis on sustainability. The book
focuses on moving toward sustainability through actionable, bipartisan approaches
based on rigorous analytical research.
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STEM Road Map
El Nino has been with us for centuries, but now we can forcast it, and thus can
prepare far in advance for the extreme climatic events it brings. The emerging
ability to forecast climate may be of tremendous value to humanity if we learn how
to use the information well. How does society cope with seasonal-to-interannual
climatic variations? How have climate forecasts been used--and how useful have
they been? What kinds of forecast information are needed? Who is likely to benefit
from forecasting skill? What are the benefits of better forecasting? This book
reviews what we know about these and other questions and identifies research
directions toward more useful seasonal-to-interannual climate forecasts. In
approaching their recommendations, the panel explores: Vulnerability of human
activities to climate. State of the science of climate forecasting. How societies
coevolved with their climates and cope with variations in climate. How climate
information should be disseminated to achieve the best response. How we can use
forecasting to better manage the human consequences of climate change.

Environmental Education and Information
More than eighty years after the Scopes trial, creationism is alive and well.
Through local school boards, sympathetic politicians, and well-funded
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organizations, a strong movement has developed to encourage the teaching of the
latest incarnation of creationism—intelligent design—as a scientifically credible
theory alongside evolution in science classes. Although intelligent design suffered
a serious defeat in the recent Kitzmiller v. Dover trial, its proponents are bound to
continue their assault on evolution education. Now, in Not in Our Classrooms,
parents and teachers, as well as other concerned citizens, have a much-needed
tool to use in the argument against teaching intelligent design as science. Where
did the concept of intelligent design originate? How does it connect with, and
conflict with, various religious beliefs? Should we teach the controversy itself in our
science classrooms? In clear and lively essays, a team of experts answers these
questions and many more, describing the history of the intelligent design
movement and the lack of scientific support for its claims. Most importantly, the
contributors—authorities on the scientific, legal, educational, and theological
problems of intelligent design—speak specifically to teachers and parents about
the need to defend the integrity of science education by keeping intelligent design
out of science curriculums. A concluding chapter offers concrete advice for those
seeking to defend the teaching of evolution in their own communities. Not in Our
Classrooms is essential reading for anyone concerned about defending the
teaching of evolution, uncompromised by religiously motivated pseudoscience, in
the classrooms of our public schools. "The book you have in your hands is an
excellent resource to deal with the attack on evolution, which is a surrogate, and
indeed a wedge, for a wide-ranging crusade against the scientific integrity of the
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public education system in America." —Rev. Barry W. Lynn, from the Foreword
"The future of our species probably depends on science education and our
understanding of the natural world. If you're concerned about science literacy, read
this book." —Bill Nye the Science Guy® "…we are in the midst of a struggle to
preserve sound science education…It is crucial to resist such pressure, whether it
comes from parents, community groups, administrators, or school board members.
Reading this book is a good start." —Howard Good, Teacher Magazine "Not in Our
Classrooms makes its case well, underscoring the fatuousness of creationist
science on every level: constitutional, educational and scientific…At its core, the
evolution "debate" is a local one, and it's at that level that the daily battles
happen. Thanks to this collection, winning them might become a little easier."
—Washington Monthly, review in the January/February issue "In Not in Our
Classrooms Beacon Press has provided the indispensable tool for combating this
grave threat to science and science education . . . This important book cannot be
recommended too highly." —Voice of Reason: The Journal of Americans for
Religious Liberty, review in the No. 4 2006 issue "This book provides substantial
background information and perspective…such information and analysis can only
help social justice educators." —Rethinking Schools, review in the Winter issue "It
is a welcome and recommended addition to a library of materials that strengthen
and enlighten science instruction in the era of a narrowly defined theism in the
United States today . . . recommended for teachers, citizens, and policymakers."
—National Science Teachers Association "For teachers, school boards, and citizens
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who are interested in learning about intelligent design (ID) creationism and
counteracting it, this book is a vital resource." —Teachers College Record Eugenie
C. Scott and Glenn Branch are the executive director and the deputy director of the
National Center for Science Education, a nonprofit organization in Oakland,
California, that defends the teaching of evolution in the public schools. Scott's
Evolution vs. Creationism: An Introduction was named an Outstanding Academic
Title of 2005 by Choice. Since 1992 the Reverend Barry W. Lynn, a minister in the
United Church of Christ, has served as executive director of Americans United for
Separation of Church and State.
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